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My invention‘ relates to a device for forming 
plastic veneer upon walls or surfaces for simulat 
ing stone, bricks, blocks, or the like. 
An important object of the invention is to 

provide a device which will permit of the veneered 
surface having an ornamental or colored coat 
ing, without applying the same to the arti?cial 
mortar joints. ~ ' 

A further object of the invention is to provide 
a pattern, for producing the design in the veneer,’ 
which pattern is of simpli?ed construction and 
has a large range of adjustments for producing 
di?‘erent shapes. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a pattern which is ?exible and may be applied 
to a ?at or curved wall surface. > 
Other objects and advantages of the inventio 

will be apparent during the course of thefollow 
ing description. ' ‘ 

In'the drawings, forming a part of this appli-* 
cation, and in which like numerals are employed 
to designate like parts throughout the same, 
Figure 1"is a fragmentary side elevation of a 

wall preparatory to applying the plastic veneer, 
Figure 2 is a side elevation of the assembled 

pattern, parts broken away, 
Figure 3 is a side elevation of the plastic Veneer 

after being applied to the‘wall, the assembled 
pattern being in place, parts broken away, 
Figure 4 is a‘ transverse section taken-on line 

4-4 of Figure 3, 
Figure 5 is an enlarged side elevation of one 

of the pattern strips, 
Figure 6 is a transverse section taken on line 

6—6 of Figure 2, ' 
Figure 7 is a side elevation of the completed 

plastic veneer, with the pattern removed, parts 
broken away, 
Figure 8 is a side elevation of the plastic veneer 

showing the pattern in place therein and ad 
justecl to form a brick or block design, parts 
broken away, and, 
Figure 9 is a transverse section taken on line 

9-9 of Figure 1. ‘ 

In the drawing , wherein for the purpose of 
illustration is shown a preferred embodiment of 
my invention, the numeral Ill designates‘ a ver 
tical wall which is illustrated as formed of wood, 
although it may be formed of other suitable ma 
terial. Secured to the outer face of this Wall 
by any suitable means, such as staples is a 
foraminous metal sheet H, which may be a wire 
mesh or expanded metal lath. 
In accordance with my invention, I provide a 

pattern which includes a plurality of strips l2, 

2 , 

i3 and I4, which are identical except that'they 
Y vary in length.‘ Each stripis provided at its ends 
and throughout its entirev length with holes‘ l5 

“ which extend through the outer face of the strip 
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but terminate short of its inner face, and these 
holes are equidistantly spaced. .Ea'ch strip is 
tapered in cross-section and decreases in width 
inwardly, providing inclined‘sides I6, and outer 
and inner faces I‘! ‘and ‘I8, which are parallel 
and vertically disposed in use. These strips are 
adjustably and detachably connected by staples 
[9 which are interchangeable and adapted for 
insertion within the holes l5, and are readily 
removable therefrom. The staples project out 
wardly beyond the outer faces I‘! so that they 
may be conveniently manipulated. The strips 
are preferably formed of-rubber reinforced with 
fabric and are somewhat ?exible, which will per 
mit them vto be applied ‘to a ?at wall or to a 
curved surface like a cylindrical pillar. Figure 2 
shows the strips assembled and connected for 
producing a rough cutstone pattern. ' ' 

In the practice of the method, a plastic veneer 
20 is applied torlthei foraminous sheet‘ ll secured 
to the verticalrwall I0. The mix 'for"thevplastic 
veneer is suitably stiff so that ‘it will ‘not slouch 
prior to setting. This plastic veneer may con 
tain a mixture of1sand, sodium chloride, lime 
and water, the volumes being optional except that 
the mix shall be suitably sti?, for the purpose 
stated. Any other suitable mix may be employed. 
The veneer 2B is applied by trowelling or the 
like. After the plastic veneer 20 is thus applied 
to the vertical wall, the individual pattern strips 
are pressed into the plastic'veneer 20, and ar 
ranged to producefthe ‘desired design.‘ The de 
sign shown in Figures 2 and 3 simulate rough cut 
stone‘. The strips 12 may be generally horizon 
tally-arranged'while vthe'strips‘il3 and I4 may be 
diagonally arranged. After the strips are pressed 
into the veneer 20 so that their outer faces are 
substantially ?ush with the outer face of the 

- veneer, the strips are connected by the staples 
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I9, which are forced into selected holes l5. It 
is obvious that since the holes extend through 
out the entire length of the strips and are equi 
distantly spaced, the strips may be arranged in 
varied relation to each other. By connecting 
the strips they produce a unitary pattern. The 
assembled and connected strips constituting the 
pattern may be held stationary in position, by 
any suitable means, such as wood strips S held 
in place by clamps. The unitary pattern thus 
held in place will oppose any slouching tendency 
of the veneer, before it sets. The outer face of 
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the veneer with the pattern strips embedded 
within the veneer may be suitably worked by the 
conventional trowel or by a vibrating trowel. If 
it is desired to provide the veneer 20 with an 
ornamental face, crushed stone, or crushed glass 
or the like, is applied to the outer face of the 
veneer, before it sets and while the pattern is 
in place, and this face worked into the veneer. 
The crushed :stcnefor the like may be appliedby 
trowel ‘or an air blast containing vthe crushed 
stone therein. Instead of applying the solid 
particles to the outer face of the veneer, such 
outer face may be colored or rtinted'by paint-cor 
like material. The advantage in applying ‘the 
coating to the outer face of the veneer, while the 
pattern is still in place, is that the ‘coating "of 
solid particles or paint is kept ioutlofithe egrooves 
formed by the pattern strips. The veneer is then 
allowed to set or harden, after which the pat 
tern strips are individually disconnected from 
‘each ‘other iby: the‘removal fof'the' staples, and 
‘separated f-irom ‘the flsetiveneer, providing grooves 
'22 having ‘ithetfdesi'gnzof Ethe pattern andsimulat 

The outer zfa‘ce of ‘the veneer 
"will ‘then ‘simulate irregular-‘cut stone ‘having 
f mortar joints. 

‘ lI mayrprovidel a .Fpatternjfor-producingia veneer 
ih‘aving-ia . design ‘simulating ilai'cl bricks ‘or‘blocks, 

I Figures 8Ean'd1'9. When't-this :isidesired, I "provide 
long continuous horizontalistrips ‘l2’ correspond- 
.ing ‘to the strips '12 ‘and ‘vertical short "strips ‘M’ 
icorresponding "to ‘the strips 14, tarranged .at'right 
w'an'glesito form the brick orfblockarpatterns. The 
‘strips i=2’ and =il-4'v-Farelidenti'callwith the strips 12 
:and I4 except that they¢:are.-o'f different‘lengths. 
11The strips .l‘l’tand "l4" have lthei-sameholes 15 
rand-zare Tconnected day the .same. staples =l 9. The 
"veneer 10 :is applied‘ to Zthe-vwall :ID, >-:Figures 8 

- and. 1.9, in “the same Imanner ' as'described inr'con 
. nection with tthei?rstfform of'the invention. ‘If 
Zdesiredgthe- outer ‘face rof v‘the:veneer ‘20, *having 
the brickpr block design, mayrbe coated ‘with 

"the ground rockyiglasst- or Tthe like,~or1painted, 
:while the fpatterne'estrips are in place. After ‘the 
‘veneer :‘20 has :set,:. Figures 8 and 9,1 the :pattern 
cstrips‘li' and M’Pare‘removed;rleaving the/grooves 
.22’ corresponding :to *thegrooveshl-Z, and the 
completed‘ veneer ~~will .rsimulateclaid rbricks/ vor 
.'blocksfhavingimortarijoints. 

fSince :thexstrips constituting.’ the patterns are 
ii'?exible, .these rstripswmaybe- applied‘ to curved 
"surfaces having the veneer secured‘vthereto, v"as 
"when the-veneer isfmounted. upona circular pillar 
T01" thelike. 

Itis .to be understood that ‘the ‘forms of my 
‘invention ‘herewith : shown a and ~described ' are to 
be taken as‘ preferred examples "of -the :same, 'and 
"that ' certain zchanges-may 1 be-rmade .:in the order 
:of the steps of‘thermethod, andith‘atichanges may 
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4 
be made in the shape, size and arrangement of 
the parts of the pattern. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. A pattern for producing a plastic veneer 

simulating units having mortar joints comprising 
generally longitudinal pattern strips provided in 
their outer faces with longitudinally spaced 
openings, transverse pattern strips arranged be 
tween the generally Elongitudinalz'pattern strips 
‘and provided in their outer faces with spaced 
openings, and U-shaped connecting staples in 
"cluding spaced legs journaled in selected open 
:ings-‘of the: generally longitudinal and transverse 
‘.pattern strips, the staples having outer ends con 
necting the legs and disposed adjacent to the 
outer faces “of the pattern strips. 

2. :A pattern vfor producing a plastic veneer 
simulating units having mortar joints compris 
Iin'g Igenerally longitudinal pattern strips pro 
vided in their outer fifaces with longitudinally 
:spaced ‘openings, transverse pattern "strips ar 
ranged between the; generally longitudinal strips 
and provided near "their opposite ends and'in 
‘their. outer faces with openings, and U-shaped 
connecting staples including spaced legs ‘jour 
‘naledsin :selected ‘openings of the-generally lon 
gitudinal pattern strips‘ and in the ‘openings of 
the transverse pattern strips, the. staples'having 
outer closed ends connecting the legs ‘and dis 
posed :adjacentto the 'outeri'faces of thepattern 
strips. 
'3. Ax'pattern 'for'producing .'a plastic veneer 
simulating units having mortar joints compris 
iing generally longitudinal pattern strips ‘which 
are‘ tapered inwardlyiand provided in their'iouter 
faces with longitudinally spaced 'openings,"trans 
verse-pattern strips arranged‘ between “the gen 
erally ‘longitudinal pattern strips and 'being 'ta 
pered inwardly and provided in their outer faces 
with spaced ‘openings; and :U-‘shaped connecting 
staples including spaced legs 'journaled:in;se 
lectedopenings of 'theigenerally longitudinal and 
transverse pattern'strips, said staples having 

"outer closed- endsconne'cting the legs arranged 
' -./adjacent to ‘the outer facesof theipattern‘strips. 
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